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Baby I don't know know why 
you don"t ever listen to me 
And know your just leaving me in your misery 
Oh yea, but you don't know what the difference is 
between long what we became 
Well I gon' show ya, show ya 
Take it or leave it make it or break it 
Boy we only got tonight 
Tell me why your leaving 
Coz you got no reason 
Boy your just a waste of time 
You trusted us both yea 
You trust everything I have 
I'm sorry, i must say 
and you ain't ever gettin' me back 
Each night that we had, thought it would be nice 
and you come screaming in 
with some ridiculous fight 
So baby this is the last time 
I don' got more taste of you 
We just cant make it right 
Take it or leave it make it or break it 
Boy we only got tonight (boy we only got tonight) 
Tell me why your leaving 
coz you got no reason 
boy your just a waste of time ( just a waste of time) 
You trusted us both yea 
you trust everything i have i am sorry i must say 

and you ain't ever gettin' me back 
You took me in, i believe that you 
the things you said weren't even true 
I said I'd even trust for the love of love 
I guess i'll never know the truth 
all i want is for us to pull through, 
if you didn't hear me i'll say it again 
take it or leave make it or break it 
boy we only got tonight ( boy we only got tonight) 
tell me why your leaving 
coz you got no reason 
boy your just a waste of time (boy your just a waste of
time) 
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you trusted us both yea 
you trust everything i have 
i am sorry, i must say 
but you ain't ever gettin' me back 
ooooooo yea ooooooo yea 
take it or leave it 
oo sorry you lost me 
yeah yeah goodbye 
take it or leave it oh oh oh 
take it or leave it 
make it or break it 
take it or leave IT
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